All employees are invited to join President Thomas Katsouleas and Chris Delello, CHRO and Committee Chair at the virtual event, where the winners will be announced.

2021 AWARD FINALISTS:

**UNIVERSITY CITIZEN AWARD:**
- EV A G ORBANTS
  Career Development Center
- KAY GRUDER
  Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
- SHERRY ZANE
  Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies

**RISING STAR AWARD:**
- ER IN CI A RIM BOL I
  Enrichment Programs/CETL
- WILLIAM DAVENPORT
  Department of Extension, Litchfield
- EDWARD JUNHAO LIM
  University Libraries

**UNSUNG HERO AWARD:**
- SIRRAH GALLIGAN
  Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
- HENGAMEH VOSOUGH
  Campus Technology Services
- AMANDA WILDE
  ISS 1st Year Program and Learning Community

**INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE AWARD:**
- LISA FAMULARO
  Career Development Center
- DR. WILLENA KIMPSON PRICE
  African American Cultural Center
- DR. CHAO SONG
  Student Health & Wellness
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Come show your support for these outstanding finalists.